Intelligent Solutions for Critical Environments

UPS Battery
Replacement
SERVICES

Batteries are an essential component in most UPS equipment and therefore a critical part
of the backup system that protects your data center against downtime. CEG’s Battery
Replacement Services allow you to stay on top of battery life issues—before they become a
costly, time-consuming emergency.

Ongoing Battery Maintenance
To keep your equipment running at maximum efficiency, preventative regular maintenance on
your UPS equipment and its batteries is a must. By engaging a technical service representative
to perform regular preventative maintenance, you will learn if your batteries will fail from a
defect or deterioration before an emergency arises.

Our UPS Battery
Replacement
Services Include:

• New batteries as needed
• Certified Technical Service Labor
• Hardware to ensure reliable connections
• EPA-approved recycling of old batteries
• Cost-effective add-on monitoring for
any CEG project
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UPS Battery Service Plans
UPS battery service plans are available with a frequency appropriate to your equipment—from
monthly to annually. Without proper maintenance, batteries may provide reduced protection
time, fail prematurely, or become a safety hazard.

Battery Monitoring Systems
We can also help you to procure and install a battery monitoring system from BTECH. This provider
has developed a unique approach to battery monitoring based on extensive research and testing.

BTECH’s battery monitoring
equipment helps you:

• Monitor cell voltages, internal resistance, and temperature
• Provide immediate warning of a specific battery that is failing
• Record up to 120 days of battery history and analyze trending data
• Remotely monitor the battery system
• Budget for battery replacement before it becomes an emergency.
About CEG
Critical Environments Group SM enables its clients to effectively manage, maintain and optimize
their data centers and other IT environments. CEG services and solutions can address any
facet of critical environment operations: facility design and development; airflow, cooling and
humidity control; power usage; space usage; monitoring and alerting; security; leak detection and
containment. This expertise, coupled with products from companies that are known and
respected around the world, allow us to bring value to an engagement right from the start.
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